
 

SPaG  Knowledge Organiser Questions – Autumn 1 

 

Week 1– Sentence Structures  Answers 

1) What is a phrase? A small group of words without a verb that do not 
stand alone. 

2) What is a main clause? A group of words that contains a verb and can stand 
alone. 

3) What is a subordinate clause? A secondary clause, which depends on a main clause 
for meaning. 

4) What is a compound sentence? Two or more main clauses that are usually joined by a 
coordinating conjunction. 

5) What is a complex sentence? A main clause joined to one or more subordinate 
clauses usually with a subordinating conjunction. 

 

 

Week 2 –  Conjunctions 
 

Answers 

1) Name the 7 co-ordinating conjunctions using the 
acronym of FANBOYS. 

For, and, nor, but, or, yet, so. 

2) When are subordinating conjunctions used? 
 

They are used at the beginning of a subordinating 
clause, which is a clause that does not make sense on 
its own. 

3) What is the acronym for subordinating conjunctions? 
 

I SAW A WABUB 

4) Name 5 subordinating conjunctions. 
 

If, since, as, when, although, while, after, before, until, 
because. 

 

 

Week 3  – Cohesive devices  Answers 

1) When does a text have cohesion? A text has cohesion if it is clear how the meanings of 
its parts fit together. 

2) What are the 5 cohesive devices we have focussed on Pronouns, conjunctions, fronted adverbials, 
paragraphs and consistent verb tense.  

3) Using the same what throughout a text also allows for 
cohesion? 

Verb tense 

4) How do cohesive devices aid the reader? 
 
 

Helps them to understand how information is linked 
Helps the ideas in a text flow and be understood 

 

 

Week 4 – Organisational Devices Answers 

1) What are organisational devices? Tools that can be used when writing a piece of text to 
help make the information clearer for the reader. 

2) Name two organisational devices you could use with 
shorter pieces of information. 

Bullet points in a list and numbers in sets of 
instructions. 

3) Which organisational devices let the reader know what 
is coming up next in the text? 

Headings and sub-headings. 

4) How might you highlight specific important information? Use “Key Facts” boxes. 

5) Which organisational device is effective in both fiction 
and non-fiction writing? 

Paragraphs. 

 
 

 



Week 5 – Direct and indirect speech Answers 
 

1) What punctuation mark is used for direct speech? 
 

Inverted commas. 
 
 

2) What are the four principles when using direct 
speech? 
 

Open AND close dialogue with inverted commas. 
Begin dialogue with a capital letter. 
Include a piece of punctuation before closing 
inverted commas 
New speaker = new line 

3) What are the two types of dialogue? 
 

Direct and indirect speech. 

4) What is indirect speech also known as? 
 

Reported speech. 

5) Punctuate this correctly.  
I had a great time at the party today Jude said 
excitedly. 

“I had a great time at the party today!” Jude said 
excitedly. 

 

 

Week 6 – Adverbial Phrase, Prepositional Phrases, 
Expanded Noun Phrases and Modal Verbs  

Answers 

1) What is an adverbial phrase? An adverbial phrase is a group of words that functions 
as an adverb in a sentence. 

2) Give an example of an adverbial phrase. Very quickly or in a while. 

3) What is an adverbial clause? An adverbial clause which also modifies verbs, 
adverbs and adjectives; but, an adverb clause also 
includes a subject and a verb. 

4) What are all adverbial clause also known as? subordinate clauses 
5) What is a prepositional phrase? A prepositional phrase is a group of words that lacks 

either a verb or a subject. It normally consists of a 
preposition and a noun or a preposition and a 
pronoun. 

6) List three modal verbs. Must, shall, will, should, would, can, could, may and 
might 

 

 


